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make a run for
Stanford
Cardinal.
See page 7...

Women’s
soccer team
captures first
ever win.
See page 5...

Dwight Bentel recalls ’a day
that will live in infamy.’
See page 6...
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Clinton’s visit highlights
CSU Monterey opening
this university," said Chilton, as the
green and white CSUMB flag waved
behind him. "When I go back to
and Congress takes up its
1,i ismess, this will be no ordinary time.
"We have to cut government spendBut we ought to increase our
ing
investment in education as we balance
the budget."
By 8:45 a.m. Monday, cars were
backed up for miles on the curving
stretch of Highway 1 leading to the
former Army base, which was targeted
for closure in a 1991 round of
Pentagon budget cuts.
High-ranking Democrats and the
university’s president were also on
See Clinton, page 8

Dedication ceremony draws
,,.i,hington
political officials to former
military base turned university
By Julie A. Galvan
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Declaring that education is just as
much an investment in our national
security as a military base, President
Bill Clinton dedicated the rebirth of
Fort Ord as California State University,
Monterey Bay in a Labor Day celebration at the new campus.

III a .15-intitute spec( II p1111, waled
by campaign promises. Clinton said
America would continue to by the
leader in the 21st century if we
increase education spending and
overlook our differences.
"Let’s fix the problems in America,
but let’s do it with common sense, on
common ground the way you built

Evans’
dream
By Carol Ann Weber
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

To J. Handel Evans, tot met
president of San Jose State
University and the driving force
behind the new California State
University campus at Montere,
the real benefactors of the campus
will be students.
"les a wonderful culmination iii
three very, very hard years iii
work," Evans said Friday morning
during a phone interview before
attending the Monterey campus
ceremonies.
Those within the political community understand and respect
the hard work and dedication
Evans gave to this project.
"Handel was the catalyst for the
whole movement to getting the
See Evans, page 8

SPARTAN DAILY
PHOTOS BY JAY L. CLENDENIN
ABOVE: The Watsonville Band, conducted by Bert Viales for 34 years, performed at the dedication ceremony of the new CSU at Monterey Bay. The
band entertained the audience as the President made his arrival.
RIGHT: President Clinton addresses an audience of wellwishers and praises
officials and the community for joining together and creating a unique solution
to the base closure problem in Monterey County.

SJSU enrollment linked to failing California economy
Less taxes and revenues
causes decreased financial
assistance from state for
education, professor says
By John J. WOO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Faculty and administrators at San Jose
State University attribute the decline in the
student population, which has fallen more
than 14 percent from 1990, to the failing
California economy.
Fall enrollment totals since 1990 have
slumped steadily, with the most drastic
decrease occurring in 1911, after that year’s

state budget cuts, which affected many areas
’s system
of the California State U lin et
ellation of
and immediately lead to the
spring admissions, said Lolly Winston,
SJSU’s public affairs ’’flit er.
Associate Fa ow on its Professor Tom
Means des( tibed the situation as one of
"real sim plc c( ()Holm( s. (lac(it telative to
the continuum.. I alihminia’s inahilitt to
recover from a lei (ssion as (pill 1,1v as the
rest of the nation, leuil people it a king and
fewer taxes and reveilnes has caused financial assistance from t le state for education
to falter, he said.
Means said the most obvious and direct
consequence of decreased funding has been
the increase in student fees, which for
California residents have more than doubled in the last five years, causing many high

Gridiron spectators find
ample stadium parking
By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It was smooth sailing and no
serious problems for the 28,487
fans attending the San Jose State
Stanford football
University
clash at Spartan Stadium Saturday
afternoon.
Forty-eight police officers front
the city of San Jose, along with
eight officers from the University
Police Department, were assigned
to traffic and crowd control at the
stadium in anticipation of massive
traffic problems. The gridlock
nightmare never materialized,
however, because of the staggered
arrival of tailgaters who began

first finishing their educations and later taking on jobs more than 70 percent of
students work.
Asquith said the most important critet i.
fiir students in sele( ling an education are
"qualio ,iffnil,thiliit. and accessibility." Bi
"in.(
ksquith refers to the availability of se( (1(.115 of (lasses students would need
in outlet to graduate.
Sal He State U ins ura ti has consistently.
hal i ,,,Iose a numhet a at lions of course’s
be( ate.,
a lack of demand for lower disiskiii lilt WS, which tend to accommodate
more students at once. SiSl President
Robert L. Caret said in a Aug. 24 Tee( It, It
is costing us more to run the linnet -an
because of the larger percentage of smaller.
See Students, page 10

Book sales help struggling libraries
By Sarah Harvey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

IEriving as early as 9 a.m.
UPD I a. Bruce Lowe said they
have handled large events in the
past ii ul wei e ready for this one.
He said mitt’ ii’ was plenty of stadium parking available, in addition
to private parking and they wet e
prepared to redirect traffic if net essary.
San Jose police Officer Mike
Richmond said the traffic was not
so much a problem as were the
people waiting in line to either buy
tickets or cutter the stadium.
Hundreds of people overflowed
Onto the streets blocking one lane

With dollar signs in their eves
.ind profits on their minds, the
library staff has extended its
book sale days to nyi( I. a week.
The change is an effort to offset
rising book and per iodi(
prices and a falling budget. fast
year’s profits from the once -aweek sales is estimated at $8,500.
In response to students’
requests, the hook sales of the
donations and sales unit will be
open Tuesdays and Wedni sdays
front 10 a.m. to 2 pin ii he
lobby of Clark Libr,its mu iii
Wahlquist Library, room 408.

,,S that by
11, 1iLialy stall
55 to the
tug bet utai
I.-ok sale, more srI huts will
Ill, osse and buy hooks.
"We . ill even open on a difNI lilt 41.1t ii a student calls us,"
said I liii Lain, head of the
dot Limo Is Will SACS
The book sales began last
No\ ember as a trial method of
’,using money for the cashsit aimed
library.
Lucy
m(111111 a, head of the library
a«pusitions department says so
far the response has been very
positive.
"Last year, the donations and
sales unit brought in approxi-

See Parking. page In

58,500," she said. "and
nia
that t..m. %% hull We ist11’nit
Open (tilt’ 11.1% .1 Week."

The r R..111(.11.4 the mut 55,15 .1
joint effort In the Ilk: itv director, C. James St limidt, and the
acquisitions department. and is
staffed by members of the :a (pOsitions departmetit
NC.11 55,15
The ’95-96
the
COEISet
car the
Moat% budget has ’,Cull lilt by
the university "NVith book and
t
.1 MINIperiodical pill
MUM of 10 per( (lit I,i li %cal
and library funds steadily
decreasing, the library faces "a
See Library, page 10

By Ken Mc
Spartan Daily Staff a

The tables welt no mat iii a
club-wielding attacker near Clark
Library earls -Thiirsd.w as the
would-be victim fought hack, possibly breaking the attacker’s arm.
The would-be victim believes he
mav have broken the arm or wrist
of the assailant while the two were
wrestling on the ground because
he heard a loud pop," the
University Police report said,
The 26-vear-old victim, who lives
on Tenth Street and does not wish
to be identified, was walking near
the south side of Clark Library
around 2:00 a.m. and heard footsteps behind hnn.
The attacker I UtU ped out from
the bushes and struck the victim
on the right side of the lute with
what appeared tel he a we
club, knocking the sit tim to the
ground.
As the assailant stood over the
sic U M. apparently to stnke again,
tilt’ Victim fought hack and wrestled him to the ground.
The in ton heard the loud
pop" %Oulu the two wrestled The
assailant moaned. pulled iii .0 and
ran toward Santa Cl at a sty eet.
where he met up wit h a possible
accomplice.
The victim suffered cuts and
bruises to his fa( e
The attacket is des, t the(’ as 22
to 30 ve,us old, about 5 feet 6 inches tall with dark hair.

Luckiest guy alive

Taxpayer games

Uniformed schools

On the right foot

Actor Charlie Sheen pronounced
himself "the luckiest guy alive"
when he wedded model Donna
Peele after a whirlwind six week courtship.

Even if you haven’t personally
spent a dime yet for a ticket,
T-shirt or souvenir trinket, you’re
helping Atlanta pay for the 1996
Olympic games -through taxes.

With gang violence on the nse,
campuses across the nation are
adapting uniform policies in
increasing numbers as a way to
ease the problem.

San Jose State Universtay men’s
soccer team chose the night
before Labor Day to get a little
work done by defeating Cal
State Hayward.
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s<ii,,,l graduates to look elsewhere for a
mote affordable education.
Economics Professor Douglas Greer corroborated, "higher prices means less purchasing." Both Means and Greer noted
111.111 potential CSU students have been opting for state community colleges to fulfill
their tat idergraduate lower division requirements.
The increasing number of students that
work constitutes another related or conseis said a higher proporquential factor. M
tion of working st tide’ its might reflect more
students inclined to Like semesters off or to
drop out for indefinite periods of time.
According to .1 study conducted by SJSU
Sociology Prokssor David Asquith. compared to previous generationsthe majority of whom adhet I’d to a common agenda of

Altercation
harmful
for attacker

aims dli....mmamia rim ,.....m.
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If You Don’t Know, Now You Know
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Racism persists despite
higher learning
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’ Hit it past the over-ara.zed pains, around the dear cut forest,
beyond the national park mining; and onto the green..."

Newsroom Voices

New semester, new people. New friends?
new semester brings
Thepportunities to meet new
)ple and make new
But this semester, experience and wisdom have made me
more protective (Amy feelings and
more nervous than before about
meeting new people.
Atter a summer of isolation, I
rt.111.11/I’d the meaning of friendship and i ealized the importance
4,1 being Arnie than in bad o nnpatn.
A sear ago. I started the semester with a positive attitude. 1 nict
someone wh4) I thought was really
cool and is en! nails we called one
another -friend."
It was foolish of me to take
friendship casually In reality. X
never knew the real me. 11’e never
spent quality time with one another, and we lied to each other a lot
to cover tip the fact that we were
not realh friends.
I can still recall how we said to
each other: "You can come to me
when you need someone to talk
to," or "I care." But when our souls
were troubled, neither of us felt
comfortable enough to consult
one another. ’Mist wasn’t there,
and the tear of revealing too touch
of ourselves to another was ever
present.
At the end, I felt betrayed and
disillusioned by our relationship. I
was hurt more than X because I
gave mt Ire than X in terms of my
time. no Is aits% and my self. The

dumb part about this expel :cur e
is, I worked to be X’s friend.
Now. I know that friendship
does not have an agenda. It s
stnnething that clicks and happens
naturally.
I rushed into calling X a friend
because I hated being ahme. But
sshils’ I is is sup! ,sedly X’s friend, I
nesei telt !mut. alone. The truth
is us X noel is .>.s Ills friend. I couldn’t talk to X, I was nervous around
X, I lied to X’s face, and importantly, I didn’t fart in front of X.
A dear confidante of mine said
he couldn’t call anyone a friend
until he could fart in front of that
person. To do so is let all of one’s
guards down and reveal trust and
omilort. It may sound sills, but he
has an awesome point.
That does not go tO SAN
that one has not grasped
the meaning of friendship
until one passes gas, but I
believe that friendship
has tremendous depth.
It shouldn’t be taken
lightly. I know now
that I won’t be
using the word
liberally,
friend
because friendship
shouldn’t bring me
the same feelings as
loneliness. I shouldn’t have to feel confused, frustrated, or
afraid, as in the case
of my relationship

Now, know that
friendship does not
have an agenda.
It’s something that
clicks and happens
naturally.
with X. In that situation, I really
didn’t have a friend.
It’s unfortunate that I had to suffer some degree of pain to gain
wisdom, but life’s experiences
teach me valuable lessons and
time does heal all wounds.
Iclurnestis’. the personal
safiliN %%All That I built around
me is still present, but sometimes the best friend comes
from within.
Danthanh Huynh is a
.Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Newsroom Voices

Calvin Klein’s ads don’t equal pornography
\A/71,cii I hear the name
Calvin Klein I think of
tashionable climbing. sill to ti agrances. underwear, and
pt.( wocative advertisements.
With the company’s recent slew
new
of advertisements, the
thoughts that come to mind are
supposed to be child pornogt aphs.
I don’t understand tiOl it.ls ,1/111CIiIMCS and in some KAN’S I understand it all too( learly.
Cali Ill Klein has produced a
group 4 if print and television ads,
,ilthough none of the televisitin
ads have aired, that have used kids
ranging in age from 13 to 19 to
promote his jeans. These models
are wearing the a fore mentioned
jeans and if they are female they
wear a white tank top or some type
of shirt and if they are male they
do tort wear a shirt or it may be a
ripped shirt. Now this is kiddie
porn.
For decades advertisers and
manufacturers have exploited
\ wing female models to not only
sell their product but to sell their
products using sex. Never has the
44,114 el)! or child pornography
rortie tip when these young girls
bar e almost all fin- the camera.
Nr rw things are different; young
boss are bearing their chests, wearing cut-oll isaris and at times showing a pot non of their undergarments. Societs is convinced this is
child pornography
Win, are we still in living in a
sot rets Mat is so narrow-minded
and s4\ 1st - ()iii sil the most popular and men lora ble ad campaigns
iii ( .,:ls Ill Klein was in the early
eighties When a 15 year old model
by the name of Brooke Shields
quipped -N4rt lung Conies between
me and my Calvin’s". Shields was
sexy. sultrv, innocent and ill one ad

Attento nil
Artists!
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shirt less with her aims a I chills
folded across her breasts and that
was acceptable. Every one wanted
to bin ( :akin Klein jeans and
Brooke Shields became .at star.
More recently ads for Calvin
Klein colognes and perfumes have
been compared to art rather than
!tomography. One that immediately conies to mind is the print ad for
Obsession perfume for women.
The ad has a man and a woman
completely nude standing crotch
to crotch on a swing. Yes the models may be older, yes the ads may
appear in magazines geared
towards older audiences, and yes
the ads make a point but, if they
are judged or viewed with the
same eyes that the current ads are
being viewed they should be
banned as adult pornography.
I was surfing through the channels
and
noticed
that
Entertainment Tonight was reporting on the fact the Calvin Klein
had decided tel pull the ad campaign but maintains that they did
nothing wrong and the ads are
fine. Some of the models were interviewed,
all of them boy or
male models, and
none of them said
that
they felt
uncottifortable
with the way
photos
the
out
came
and
they
not
were
pressured
to do anything they
didn’t
to
want
do.
What is
the problem

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting
San Jose State artists interested in drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep lip with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Society is
convinced this is
child pornography.
then? Well advocates against the
ad campaign have said that it
sends the wrong message to
teenagers. That it’s ok to be
promiscuous. When is the public
going to understand that teens do
not need to look at ads to be sexually active? They are doing it anyway. It has been the case for a long
titne and since the other scapegoats have been used, such as
music lyrics anti movies, it’s just
another log to add to a dwindling
fire.
Calvin Klein is notorious for getting the publics attention with
shock ad campaigns and provocative ideas behind his products.
Some see it as art, some as sex, and
some now say pornography but
each spells out money. If the section of the public that is against
these ads think that they are going
to hurt Klein’s revenue by succeeding in the removal of these
ads they are wrong. This plays
good for Klein as well because
it utilizes a common idea in
many of his ads, forbidden
fruit, which is wanted by
tnost if not all.
Krishna Allen is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente] Hall, room 299.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified hy phone if their cartoons are to
be published.

This word was shown in big, bold letters in
the final frame of John Singleton’s film,
er Learning." The movie looked at race relations ii a fictitious university setting.
It was a story of three freshmen who came to the
university with hopes of reaching new heights in education. One was an angry black male, another was an
easily influenced white male and the other was a liberal white female.
But when they arrived, they found out college life
was different than high school and more like the real
world.
When I watched this movie. I thought, although
this is a good idea, it really wouldn’t happen at a real
university. Not at an institution of higher learning.
Boy was I wrong.
Maybe it’s something in the air. Universities all over
the country have had about as much racial sensitivity
on their campuses this year as an after-hours bar in
Simi Valley. Rutgers University, UC Berkeley, the
College of San Mateo and even our own San Jose
State University have fallen into the hands of racial
ignorance.
Students protested racially inflammatory comments by Rutgers President Francis Lawrence in
February by staging an on-court sit-in of a men’s basketball game between the University of
Massachusetts and Rutgers.
Lawrence had been criticized for his comments last fall that minorities don’t have the
"genetic hereditary background" to score well
on college entrance exams. Shouldn’t someone have told Lawrence that one of Rutgers’
most successful and profound alums was
black actor, singer and college football
Hall of Famer Paul Robeson? He graduated first in his class in 1918.
Lawrence didn’t apologize until
after the comments were publicized.
Fliers attacking affirmative action
and quoting Adolf Hitler were
passed out at UC Berkeley’s law
school and at the College of San
Mateo in February.

The incident in ’Higher
Learning’ was fictional, but
these incidents were real.
Students leathers said the pamphlets at Berkeley
read in part: "Rejoice you crybaby N, it’s affirmative
action month..,. Your failures are hereditary and
can’t be corrected by these liberals.... Besides the few
hand picked affirmative action professors this is a
quality law school."
Sounds like something that would make Mark
Fuhrman stand up and applaud.
Thus, the powers that be, including California’s
very own governor, "Pistol" Pete Wilson, spearheaded
the drive to remove affirmative action programs from
the UC system (but that’s a later column).
Two fliers quoting Adolf Hitler, bearing swastikas
and other Nazi symbols were also passed out at the
College of San Mateo where students of color make
up 50 percent of the campus’ enrollment.
Just when I thought, "Well, that will never happen
at San Jose State, a black SJSU student, Wesle%
Flowers, said he was called a racial epithet, apparently by an employee of Admissions and Records, causing a protest on campus in April.
The incident in "Higher Learning" was fictional, but these incidents were real.
We are living in a time where everyone is
pointing a finger, and the finger has been
pointed at minorities and any other groups
who don’t happen to be white males.
It isn’t surprising that hate speech is
being spread. What is surprising is it’s
being spread on college campuses.
"Unlearn."

is the
Larry
Spartan Daih
Executive Editor

Letters

An open letter to all SJSU students
Welcome to San Jose State
University. This year is a turning
point in the history of SJSU as our
23rd President, Robert L. Caret, is
inaugurated this Fall. Our new
leadership calls us to become a
community of creative, collective
solutions, one way to become part
of the solution and enhance your
is
through
college
degree
Associated Students. A.S. is the
voice of the students offering "common ground" for students, faculty,
administrators and staff. We will
know more by your sharing.

Associated Students has one customer the student. Our job is to
serve you. We offer Campus
Recreation, a Print Shop, a
Business Office, a Transit Access
Program (ride the bus or light rail
as much as you like in Santa Clara
County by using your yellow
Transit Card), Child Care, a
Program
Board,
and
a
Government Office consisting of
13 Directors, a Controller, a VicePresident, and a President. We are
the official liaison for all commitees and boards on campus. These

Spartan Daily

Opinion
page
policies

EditorialLee

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of pint( tris with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
or
Editor
Campus
the
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Utters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente] Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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1.
b.

committees have a direct impact
on your degree and life here at
SJSU.
The AS. Board of Directors
meet every Wednesday at 3pm in
the A.S. Council Chambers located
on the top floor of the Student
Union. You may contact us by calling us at 924-6240, through Virtual
Valley (a local area e-mail service
available to you free), or come by
and see us!
Marilyn Charell
A.S. President
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San Jose State t niversity

Tessie Barrera-Scharaga
Sculpture Show 6p.m.-8p.m.
flerbert Sanders Gallery,
Industrial Studies Bldg. 2nd
Floor. Call 293-8669.
University Chorus
Sing with the Chorus
1:30a.m.-12:20p.m. Music
Bldg. Rm. 150. Call 924-4647.

Weekly Calendar

THURSDAY
American Society of Civil

TODAY
ALMASS
I st Annual Meeting - Everyone
welcome. 5p.m. Spartan
Camiplex West. Rm. 30.
Call(510) 505-9673
Career Center
How to Write a Resume
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Almaden RM. Call 924-6033.
Career Center
On-Campus Interview
Orientanon 5:30p.m.
Engineering Bldg. Rm. 189.
Call 924-6033.
College Democrats
Meeting - Fall Elections
4p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rio. Call 924-7190.

Elineers
A..
ice-breaker, elections
5p.m.-8p.m. Engineering
Bldg. Rm. 150. Call 924-3865.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noonI p.m., From the Right 5p.m.6p.m., A Race for the Times
fip.m.-7p.m., Radio Azdan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.,
Bible Study 10p.m.-11 p. tn.

Asian American Christian
Fellowship (AACF)
(’rid As Creator., by Pastor
Bite, 7:30p.m. Student Union,
Pacheco Rm. Call 286-6427.
Asian Student Union
First General Meeting 2p.m.
Student Union, Climatical’
Run. Call 2978-1466.

School of Art and Design
"Loot en Amor" or "Koi ni
Muchu" (Cray.), In Love)
10a..m.-4p.m. Art Bldg. Call
924-4330.

Cahneca Project
Welcoming New Members
Meeting 6:30p.ni. Chicano
Resources Center Call 294.
3866.

Sigma Nu
Rush - S.F. Giants vs. Montreal
& Tailgate 5p.m. Meet at
Sigma Nu House. Call 2862248.

Career Center
On-Campus Interview
Orientation 12:30p.m.
Student Union. Almaden Km.
Call 924-6033.

Sigma Theta Psi
Rush Event - Ice Cream Social
6p.m.-7:30p.m. Joe West Hall.
(all 995-5270.

Delta Sigma Pi
The co-ed professional business fraternity welcomes you
to meet the chapter 7:30p.m.
Student Union, Council
Chambers. Call 445-2231.

SJSU Fantasy and Strategy
Club
Open RPC; Gaming 5p.m.10p.m. Student Union. Call
924-1790.

Engineerimg Student Council
Engineering Rush lOaari.4p.m. Engineering Lawn in
front of Engineering Bldg.
Call (415) 6(14-1413.

Society of Women Engineers
Engineering Rush 10a.m
2p.m. Engineering Lawn, in
front of Engineering Bldg.
Call (415) 965-4879.

Hispanic Business Meeting
General Meeting 5:30p.m.
Student Union, ALmaden
Call 383-8569.

Society of Women Engineers
Welcome Day I 0a.m.-2p.m.
Engineering Lawn, in front of
Engineering Bldg. Call (415)
964879.

Delia Lambda Phi
"School’s a Drag" 8p.m. Hugh
Gillis Ilan Rm. 117 Call 294Delta Sigma Pi
Pt.itessional Event
7:30p.m. Strident Union,
Um unhum Rm. Call 445-2231.
Department of Political
Science
Trip to Calif’ frnia Supreme
Court 8:30a.m.-6p.m. Meet
Business Tower. Call 924-5572.
GALA - The Gay, Lesbian Be
Bisexual Alliance
Party and Social 3:30p.m.5p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 261-0998.

Ice Hockey Club
First Practice- Tlyouts fin’ season. 9:45p.m. Eastridge Ice
Arena. Call 223-9840.

Insprovied Music Studies
Workshop in Mariachi Music
7p.m.-9p.m. Musk Bldg Rm.
186. Call 292-6230.
KJSJ 90.5 FM
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., This & That 5p.m.6p.m., Radio Azdan Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m. Call
955-4831.
Lambda Sigma Gamma
Information Meeting 7p.m.
Student Union, Council
Chambers. Call 2984451.
Le Cerde Francais (French
Club)
First Club Meeting 3:30p.m.
Sweeney Hall Rm. 439. Call
283-0753.
The Listening Hour
Chinese Harp and Double
Bass, Chinese Folk Song & J.S.
Bach 12:30p.m.-1:15p.m.
Concert Hall Music Bldg. Call
924-4631.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag 12:30p.m.I :30p.m. Student Union,
Montalvo Rm. Call 292-5404.
Sigma Nu
Comedy night and pizza 9p.m.
Sigma Nu house. Call 2862248.
Sigma Theta Psi
Rush Event, Pool Party
5:30p.m.-7p.m. SIMI Pool Call
995-5270.
Sigma Theta Psi
Sorority Information Tables
I2noon-2p.m. Student Union,
Art Quad. Call 995-5270.
SJSU Fencing
Beginning 8c Intermeadiate
Practice 5:30p.m.-7:30p.m.
Spartan Complex Rm. 89. Call
280-6014.
SJSU History Association
Initial Business Meeting and
Historical Tour 5:30p.m.-7p.m.
Fallon I louse 1st St & N. St.
James St. Call 297-2131.
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Summer Box Office near record high
despite no $300 million hit movies
’Batman Forever’,
& ’Apollo 13’
both significant
hits, but neither
movie is a
blockbuster
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Even
without $300 million blockbusters
like "Forrest Gump" and "The
Lion King," the critical summer
box office season came close to
1994’s record, but business
slumped in the final weeks.
the
Ticket sales between
Memorial Day and Labor Day
weekends were approximately
$2.19 billion, narrowly missing
1994’s summer sales mark of $2.2
billion, Exhibitor Relations Co.
Inc. said Tuesday. The season’s two
most popular films were "Batman
Forever and "Apollo 13," both
significant hits but neither a $200
million blockbuster.
Theater owners make the most
money from films that hold for
months, since their share of the
gate generally increases each week
a film plays. During this summer
many movies lasted only a few days
before disappearing, so the nearrecord sales did not proportionately enrich the exhibitors.
"You really do have a much
weaker summer this year than last
year," said Howard Lichtman of
the Cineplex Odeon theater
chain. "But it’s not a total write-off
or disaster."
In 1994’s record period, eight
summer releases grossed mori
than $100 million at North
American theaters. This year, only
three summer films - "Batman
and
13"
"Apollo
Forever,"
"Pocahontas" - passed that milestone, with two others, "Die Hard
With a Vengeance" and "Casper,"
likely to do so soon.
The relatively strong stunmer
total resulted from many films’
grossing between $50 million and
$100 million.
"It shows an underlying strength
in going to the movies," said
Wilham Kartozian, president of the
National Association of Theater
Owners. "There have been a number of films that appealed to a
broad spectrum of the audience."
Yet many titles - particularly
those released late in the season -

did not perform particula, I% well.
The late underachievers lilt hided
Denzel Washington’s "Virtuosity,"
Richard Gere’s "First Knight" and
the children’s stories "The Indian
in the Cupboard" and "The
Babysitters Club."
As politicians blast away at
Hollywood’s action films, audiences continue embracing them.
The ultra-violent "1 tic Hard"
sequel was among the summer’s
first big hits, and the tight -filled
"Mortal Kombat" was ’arc the few
late-season hits, finishing in first
three weeks in a row.
An early glut of actions films
overwhelmed audiences and only
a handful of those releases were
"Congo"
and
well-attended.
"Species" played strongly, hut
Sylvester Stallone’s "Judge Dredd,"
"John to
Reeves’
Keanu
Mnemonic" and Steven Seaga’’,
"Under Siege II: Dark Territor%
were unimpressive.
"I think there was way too much
product of the same type at the
same time." said Mitch Goldman,
presider it of it
and distribution for New Line Cinema. In
addition to action films u ainnbalizing one anodic!, Goldman said
children ’s film, sin ii a Fi in Willy
II:[he Advi.nture Home" and
"Mighty Mot phin Power Rangers:
The Movie" suffered because they
both vied for the same young
patrons.
Among the summer’s more
unusual developments was the
strong take generated by several
low-budget art films. Iii the season’s final weekly list, the stylish
thriller "The Usual Suspects’ finished a surprising seventh, and
"The Brothers McMullen," a per-

about an Irish Catholic
faelilt. is filling theaters in many
nuir Lets. Other independent films.
"The
iii, I ,,, lin
"Smoke,"
Postman and the documeilim
umb," attracted steady !cum liens.
"ICS So great to see little films
doing so well," said [)awn Hudson,
of
t he
dire( our
executive
Independent Feature Project-W
which promotes independent
films ancl filmmakers. "It s almost
as if the audience is so inundated
with the mass-marketed film,
they’re looking for alternatives to
the ’Waterworlds."
"Waterworld," the most expensive movie ever made at $175 million, was not an outright debacle
but is far from profitable. The film
isiiiu it.ick to make about $90 million in I
theaters (its makers get
about half) and is pits mg well in
lapan and England. For all ttli:ir;
attention
focused
"Waterworld." maker Universal
Pictures enjoyed a fairly good summer.
"Musks to "Casper," "Apollo 13"
and "Babe," UniVerSal’s summer
films grossed more than any other
studios. Due to the cost of
"Waterworld." however, Warner
were probably
Bros. and
mote prolital di sm. c then movies
sir
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Hollywood’s most
eligible bachelor
marries model mate
Actor Charlie Sheen weds after
whirlwind six-week courtship
1ALIB1’ (Al’)
Actor
than he Sheen, a frequent customer of Hollywood Madam
Heidi Fleas, pronounced himself "the luckiest guy alive"
when he wedded model Donna
Peele after a whirlwind, six-week
courtship.
"Just when I thought I WAS the
luckiest guy
I just got a lot
luckier, said Sheen in a statement released by his publicist
early this morning. "She’s my
best friend and
both
we’ve
found our soulmates."
Hours
before the wedwhich
ding,
took place at
sunset Sunday
at the Saddle
Rock
Ranch,
Sheen acknowlwas
he
edged
suffering a bad
case of prenuptial jitters.
To emphasize his point, he raised his arms
and revealed a pair of sweaty
armpits.
"Does this answer your question?" he said.
Sheen, who also turned 30 on
Sunday, met Peele, 25. while
filming a commercial in Ness
York City. It will be the first marriage for both.
"My research and travel has
shown me ... people who court
for a decade usually have a marriage that lasts only a couple of
years," he said.
A camerawoman complained
that tethered balloons were put
up to keep helicopters away
front the private, outdoor wedding.
Marika Tur said she and pilot
Gary Suozzi filed complaints
with the Sheriff’s Department
Aviation
and
Federal
Administration alleging that
someone moved one balloon

Ai

into their helicopter’s path,
jeopardizing their safety.
They seemed to be trying to
knock us out of the air, she
said.
Sheriff’s Sgt. Richard Smith
the incident was under investigation, and that authorities
would likely ask to see videotape
of the incident shot by Tur.
The FAA complaint dealt with
the altitude of the balloons,
which allegedreached
ly
1,000 feet.
Sheen
starred in the
Oliver Stone
dramas
"Platoon" and
"Wall Street,"
but is best
known for offthe-wall comedies Slit h as
Charlie Sheen
"Hot Shots"
Actor
and
-terminal
locity." His
publicist, Jeff
Ballard, said
Sheen u urirpleted filming last
week it
political thriller, "The
Shadcm Gonspiracy," which is
scheduled for release in early
1996.
His latest publicity, however,
has been in a courtroom, where
lie sweated through a videotape
he made for a federal jury in
Fleiss’s trial.
Sheen admitted that he had
ordered Fleiss’s call girls at least
’27 times, running up a tab of
more than $50,000.
Asked Sunday if Fleiss would
be a guest at the wedding,
Sheen simply shook his head
and walked away.
Sheen appeared at the news
conference with his best man,
high school friend Tony Todd.
The ranch, in the Santa
Monica Mountains, is where
Eagles drummer Don Henley
was recently wed.

Just when I thought I
was the luckiest guy
alive, I got a lot
luckier,

Why Drive to SJSU?
RIDE!!!
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Taxpayers giving millions to Atlanta games
ATLANTA (Ain E%en it you
haven’t personally spent a dime vet
14 a ticket. T-shirt or souvenir trinket, you’re helping Atlanta pay for
the 1996 Olympic Games
through your federal tax dollars.
Though the Gaines themselves
are privately funded from sources
including television rights, corporate sponsorships and ticket sales,
the federal government is pitching
in tens of millions of dollars worth
of services that are crucial to their
success.
The biggest expenditures:
$35 million for security, carried out mainly by the military.
million for buses and
$28
other transportation assistance.
Federal agencies also will be

involved in trash pi( kup, recycling,
testing energy technology, bicycle
trail construction and environmental protection, among other areas.
An aide to Vice President Al
Gore, whose office is coordinating
the federal government’s Olympic
actiyities, said he did not know the
total amount of money the various
agencies are spending. Some estimates have put the figure as high
as $92 million.
The state of Georgia is spending
more than $150 million on public
buildings that will be used during
the Games, though no state tax
money is going directly to the
Olympics. Atlanta and other local
governments are spending about
$90 million on projects related to

)1mipics.

officials and their supin Congress defend the
pot1C1,
as necessary for a
spending
federal
national event that will attract
thousailds of foreign visitors.
Though the Olympics are in
Atlanta, they say, they really are
America’s games.
"We as a nation have never been
able to .1( hieve perfect symmetry
between paving taxes and receiving react:II benefits," said Jack
Quinn, Gore’s chief of staff. "You
in Georgia pay tax dollars to build
roads in Idaho, and there’s no getting around that.
"It’s part and parcel of being a
nation.
Sen. Paul Coverdell, R-Ga., an
OR

urpics

ardent supporter of the security
expenditures, agreed.
You have a world event in your
nation, you accept responsibility
for those visitors, Coverdell said.
"They don’t just drop out of the
sky into one jurisdi( non. They’re
coming to the U.S."
The federalspending has drawn
some harsh criticism, notably from
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., who
has for two years tried to force
Atlanta to repay the federal government if the Olympics turn a
profit.
But McCain has been unable to
build up much steam for his cause.
His most recent Olympic bill failed
in the Senate last month by a
whopping 80-20 vote.

Such a vote flies in the face of
efforts to rein in the federal budget, said Pete Sapp, spokesman for
the National Taxpayers Union.
"I think Senator McCain’s proposal was a fair and modest one,"
Sapp said. "If it was for something
less Mom-and-apple-pie, it would
have been approved nght away."
Sapp said much of the federal
spending for the Games is spread
out and hidden deep within the
thicket of agency budgets, making
it virtually impossible for the public to know exactly what the government is doing.
"If it weren’t hidden and if it
were plain. I’d wager we’d be
spending far less on it, if not zero,"
he said.

Public schools adopting uniform policies
Administrators
hope dress code
curbs gang violence
LONG BEACH (AP) Clothes
they can
make the man and
make the made man, too. Even if
he’s 9 years old.
So when fourth-grader Calvin
Williams dashes out to recess, he’s
wearing the same outfit as his
friends a crisp, white, tucked-in
shirt and blue cotton shorts. There
is nothing that might identify him
as a gang member, and that is the
way authorities want it.
With gang violence on the rise
COupOn

BUY I GET I:
FFitEE
buy any 0 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE

discount on bulk orders
try our free delivery ($15 min)
475 E. San Codas St.
call or fax orders 408 288 5676

on campuses across the nation,
public schools like Calvin’s are
adopting uniform poll( ten in
increasing numbers as a way to
ease the problem.
Administrators say the dress
codes deter violence, improve conduct and bridge the socio-economic gap between children who wear
expensive clothes and those who
can’t afford them.
"It shows that I don’t want to be
a gang member," said Calvin,
proudly gesturing to his outfit. "It
shows that I’m a good person."
Calvin attends Abraham Lincoln
Elementary School in the Long
Beach Unified School District.
touted as the first in the country
with a mandatory uniform policy
More than 5,000 students in
the district’s 70 elementary and
middle schools wear the uniforms
daily. Colors and styles vary from
campus to campus, based on
things like campus colors and
availability in local stores.
Rick Perruccio is a counselor at
Lincoln, a year-round school located in a predominantly low-income,
minority neighborhood. He said
uniforms have not only eliminated
gang apparel, but have motivated
students to become more focused
on their studies and closer to each
other.
Children who once were teased
for wearing the same clothing day

after day aren’t noticed anymore,
Perruccio said.
"No matter what color they are,
or what language they speak,
there’s a common denominator,"
he said.
Parents first ploposed a voluntary uniform poli( to I ong Beach
officials five years awl I lit uniforms were tried ii) tea schools
and in 1994, the Board of
Education approved a districtwide
mandatory uniform policy, district
spokesman Dick N’aii Der Laan
said.
"School uniforms are part of the
bigger picture of school reform,
he said. "We want to elevate standards for students."
A 1994 California Senate bill
grants school boards the right to
require uniforms as a way to ease
the gang threat at campuses
throughout the state.
Under the bill, parents must
receive at least six months notice
of the policy and can sign a waiver
to exclude their children from the
program for reasons that may
include religious or cultural considerations.
Other states also have developed
laws regarding school dress codes,
including New York and Maryland.
In Illinois, if parents or school officials request uniforms, the school
council is permitted, but not
required, to initiate a policy.

Ronald Stephens, the director of
the National School Safety Center
at Pepperdine University in
Malibu, called the uniform trend
one of the best strategies for crime
prevention in schools today.
He said uniforms were being
adopted primarily in areas that are
prone to gang activity where "kids
are mistaken by gang members
simply because they wore a wrong
(olor.
But Janet Hethorn, a design professor at the University of
..tlifornia in Davis who studies
senile appearance issues, said
here is no documented research
about the effectiveness of uniforms
in public schools.
Administrators may have a false
sense that they are providing a
safer environment, she said.
"Putting a uniform on a child
does not get rid of gang identity.
The things that make up gang
identity are much more subtle
than pants and shirts," Hethorn
said. "By jumping on a bandwagon, we may be creating more problems than we are fixing."
It’s not the clothing itself that
causes problems, she said. It’s the
way the kids wear it, as well as facial
expressions and hand signals that
are at the root of gang identity.
She said schools should be focusing on correcting student behavior
rather than their dress.

"There are things we should
spend public money on, but they
shouldn’t lie and say they’re not
doing it," said Melissa Metcalfe,
head of the public interest group
Common Cause in Georgia.
Atlanta
the
Payne,
Billy
Committee for the Olympic
Games president. sees no contradiction between the federal spending and his pledge to put on a privately financed Gaines.
"Inside the verities is our responsibility," Payne said. Other areas,
he said, only government can handle.
And amid his demands for
shrinking the federal budget, even
House Speaker Newt Gingrich supports the Olympic spending.

College professor and
family killed in hit & run
LANCASTER, P.c. (AP) A
speeding truck ran a red light
and rammed a car, killing a
young Franklin & Marshall
College professor, his wife and
their 11 -year-old son, police
said.
Kenneth Pywell, 42, Susan
and
43,
Davies-Pywell.
of
Pywell,
all
Nathaniel
Lancaster, were pronounced
dead Sunday at the scene of
the 12:07 a.m. crash by the
county coroner, Barry J. Walp.
The driver ran away from
the scene of the accident, but
police later arrested Darrel E.
McCracken, 32, of Lancaster,
and charged him with three
counts of vehicular homicide
and driving under the influence of alcohol.
McCracken is being held
without bail in Lancaster
Conlin’ Prison.
After McCracken’s pickup
struck the Pywells’ car, it
flipped onto its roof, pinning
passenger Archie Morgan, 30,
inside. McCracken and an
unidentified third man ran
from the scene, police said.
Then, according to Officer
Nelson Ramos, McCracken got

behind the wheel of another
vehicle. He was stopped for driving erratically and charged
with driving under the influence. He was then linked to
the fatal crash.
Pywell was an assistant prolessor of theater, dance and
film at F&-M, and directed the
Green Room Theater. He iuid
his family moved to Lancaster
in 1991.
A 1975 graduate of Keele
University in England. Pywell
earned a post-graduate teachthe
ing certificate from
University of London in 1976.
He worked as a high school
and adult education teacher in
London, conducting workshops for severely emotionally
disturbed adolescents.
After moving to the United
States in the early 1980s, Pywell
became the artistic director
and teacher at the nonprofit
Academy of Media and
Theatre Arts in San Francisco.
He earned his master’s
degree in dramatic arts from
the University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, taught there
and earned his Ph.D. there in
1991.
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Sure-footed women earn first win
Spartans come back to win
their first regular season
game against UC Santa Cruz
By Shawna Glynn
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

If ever there were a game to predict the future success of San Jose
State
University’s
first-ever
women’s soccer team, Sundays
game against the UC Santa Cruz
Banana Slugs was the one.
The Spartan’s 5-2 victory was evident of strong coaching by
Philippe Blin and sure-footed
camaraderie amongst the women
of the team.
The Banana Slugs led the first
half of the game at Spartan
Stadium 2-1. The first point
scored was owned by the Spartans
but only because the Banana Slugs
kicked one into their own net.
UCSC recovered with two goals
back to back, the first by UCSC’s
Junior forward Mae Agbayani and
the second by Sophomore midfielder Julie Richardson.
The Spartans ended the first

half with 11 shots on goal and
ample opportunity to score, but to
no avail. But the second half would
be a different story.
The Spartans wasted no time on
the field. When they saw a scoring
opportunity, they went for it and
successfully followed through.
Within the first twelve minutes of
the second half, Freshman back
Amy Tong was the first to score for
the Spartans, tying the game at 2-2.
Junior forward Michelle Vargas
shortly broke the tie with another
goal, assisted by Senior forward
midfielder Katy Doyle who scored
the next goal for the Spartans.
With only a minute and thirtythree seconds left on the clock, the
Spartans kept their momentum
while the Banana Slugs showed
true determination to hang on
But the
until the very end.
Spartans managed to score again,
this time by Freshman midfielder

Dina St hindler. This goal g.oe the
Spartans a 5-2 win, their tit st win

Slogs played well despite
their loss. I Ast year UCSC was
and competed olds against dubteams and vim"’ colleges, not
four-year uno ei sines.
The Spartans will plas Skagit
Valley in their second exhibition
game on Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.
on the Spartan Field. The team
encourages fans to come out and
see them play.

eye/

Head coach Philippe BIM was all
smiles, "The women played very
well today, just look at the scoreboard. Number one, this was their
first home game and number two
they are San Jose State’s first
women’s soccer team. They were
really pumped up."
Freshman Midfielder Tenille
Ruggiero agreed, "We were just so
pumped, it was awesome. We came
out pumped and during the set ond half we really came back. Met
we scored the first time, we didn’t
celebrate. We decided to save the
celebration until after the game."
Vargas remembered playing
UCSC last year at De Anza College,
"I told the team that they were
good. During half-time, we had .1
team meeting. We knew we had io
keep everything to the feet. We
did a good job and we had a gum!
feeling that we would win."
Blin said the team played
and they were not afraid to go hi
ward.
Although, UCSC lost by three
points to the new SJSU soccer
team, UCSC Junior goal keeper
Kim Wright said she felt the

We were just so
pumped, it was
awesome. We came
out pumped and during
the second half we
really came back.
Tenille Ruggiero
Midfielder

If
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.A member of the Spartan women’s soccer team celebrates during
SJSU’s 5-2 win over UC Santa Cruz

Men’s soccer team opens up season with a shut-out victory
By Justin Carder
Swim Daily Surf Writer

The San Jose State University
mei.’s soccer team chose the night
before Labor Day to get a little
work done, defeating Div. II Cal
State Hayward, 3-0, Sunday night
at Spartan Stadium.
The game was dedicated to
backup goal-keeper Brandon
Main’s father who was injured in a
motorcycle accident recently and
remains hospitalized.
The Spartans, who finished 15-40 last season and ranked 19th in
the nation, dominated the cool
late-summer night despite the
efforts of Hayward .
"They came out hacking," said

erutn excluwin, ippli Arnlahk. n

SJSU forward Jason Martinez.
"They’re second division and they
wanted to even things up. We
played our game."
If Sunday’s play was any indication, the Spartans’ "game.’ consists
of dominating the ball and forcing
play to remain in the opponent’s
half for nearly the entire game.
Each time a Hayward defender
managed to clear the ball to the
half line, Spartan back C.J. Brown
was feeding it back up the sidelines.
The Spartans scored their first
goal just seven and a half minutes
into the game when mid-fielder
Daniel Ortega tipped a ball from
sophomore back, Mario Orozco,

bar.
In the final minutes of the half,
play opened up and Hayward managed its best threat. Mid-fielder
Mirwais Mohseni took the ball just
past the half-mark and was streaking hard down the center against
two Spartan defenders who were
unable to stop him until their feet
were tangled and the three went
down in a pile.
The official declined to whistle a
penalty and allowed the play to
continue despite protests from the
Hayward sidelines. The inconsistent whistle spurred objections
from both benches throughout the
game.
"The officiating is
spotty at best," SJSU head coach

over t I I, head of the rushing
Haywat ci keeper and into the back
of the net.
Ortega was congrat dated fin his
efforts minutes later h L; 1,11(1
back, Jarret Hendtic kson, who
received a yellow card for bringing
the Spartan half-back down. An
injury forced Ortega to leave the
game but he returned for the second half.
The first half continued with
multiple SJSU attacks but no goals.
Forward Jody Riehl kept the pressure on, providing his teammates
with many crosses, but none found
the net, including a hard header
from Martinez that passed over the
leaping Hayward goalie and the

Arr.
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"st Clair said. "And terrible at keeper’s face. Fernandez took a
%sot st
free-kick for the Spartans that
In the second half, the Spartans hopped from mid-fielder Juan
regained control of play and dictat- Cruz’s foot hard off of the nose of
ed the game pace. The relentless Hayward goal keeper Jared
attack paid dividends with just over Hattaway, to the waiting feet of San
25 minutes to play when half-back Jose back Todd Duncan, to the
Christian Fernandez poked a roller back of the Hayward goal.
into the left side of the net.
The final nineteen minutes of
It was the second assist of the the game passed with only one
game for Orozco who was satisfied Hayward threat, a sizzling lunicIder
with his team’s second half perfor- of a kick that Spartan keeper Keith
mance. "We started out slow and Bateman knocked to the ground
finished strong," he said. "Our sec- and corralled, preserving the 3-0
ond half was much better."
shutout.
The second half was much bet"It was a )iood first game," St.
ter for the Spartans as they sealed Clair said. lhe’re still trying to put
their victory just 6 minutes later together our game. We have some
with an assist from the Hayward real tough matches coming up."
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Entrepreneurs come out to Spartan Stadium
Big-game
opportunity
to make
big bucks
By Justin Carder
Spartan Datis Staff Writer
If 1 IS
weekend represented
something new for the San Jose
State University community. This
was chance to garner respect.
This was a chance to be proud.
This. the rare appearance of the
Stanford Cardinal on San Jose turf,
was a chalice to make a buck.
"lust got 40 bucks for the pair,"
said Ryan, an amateur scalper who
acquired tickets to Saturday’s game
by posing as an SIM student. "I
just asked and the gist them to
me," the Santa Chu.’ Univer,it
freshman said. R all, who will
major in business, was going to use
his other ticket to attend the game.
Also hoping to attend the game
were Jim Kohl, who graduated
from State in 1992, and Josh
Kastal, who attended the school
for "about a year." Kohl and Kastal
said they purchased their tickets
from a scalper for $12.50, a bargain compared to the $25.00 being
asked at the ticket booths. The two
were concerned that the tickets,
stamped "STUDENT," might
require current student ID. ’s to
enter the stadium, however no
such policy was in place.
Claudette Chan, a ticket-sales
supervisor, said no ID’s were
required at the gates because students were required to show I.D.’s
to get the tickets in the first place.
This policy was just fine for one
scalper and his team of six partners. The scalper, who refused to
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More than 28,000 fans, the second largest turnout in history, packed Spartan Stadium for Saturday’s home-opener.
for twenty. It’s been good."
But this scalper won’t be back
for the next Spartan home game.
"I follow the Pac-10," he said.
"There just ain’t enough money
here."
On the less profitable East side
of the stadium another scalper
agreed. "This is nothing. This is
garbage. San Jose State can’t draw

identify himself, said he acquired
his tickets from students and then
resold them to fans. He claimed to
have sold 200 tickets himself
before game time, as he and his
partners spread up and down
Seventh street.
"The kids sell them to me for
like five bucks," the man said.
"And I turn around and sell them

ship. In the shadow of the inflatable Bud-Lite can, Bottomley was
enjoying his company’s tailgate,
chatting up the crowd and laughing with Steve Snell, owner of
KBAY radio. Still, he was disappointed that he wasn’t able to play
a larger role in the day’s activities.
"We wanted to have the Bud
girls here," Bottomley said, refer-

flies," said Jessue, who claimed he
was losing money after purchasing
his tickets earlier in the year. "I
paid 25 bucks for these," he said,
waving a thick stack of tickets. "All
I can get today is twelve-fifty."
Another businessman who was
unhappy with some of the day’s
events was Don Bottomley, owner
of the local Budweiser distributor-

ring to the popular television commercial characters who cross-dress
for free beer.
According to Bottomley, the
"girls" are in a band and had originally been slated to play at halftime. Sitting down at a picnic table
among the Bud tailgaters,
Bottomley explained how the plan
was eventually changed to have the
group appear only at the tailgate.
But when SJSU athletic director
Tom Brennan received a letter
from a campus organization
threatening to have him fired if
the "girls" appeared, Bottomley
said the idea was scrapped.
"We tried to enhance the event,"
Bottomley said . "We tried to have
some fun."
Bottomley said the problem
won’t dampen his spirit to become
involved in SJSU athletics. "We will
be back," he said.
Another business that might be
back for future tailgates is KOME.
"Lots of people are coming by,"
said Paul Fagundes as he handed
out free key-chains and an occasional t-shirt from the KOME van.
"They’re pretty fired up by
Stanford coming here. We’re trying to work something out for the
next game."
Humboldt Street resident Mike
Carrasco knew that, as far as he was
concerned, the Stanford game was
it for the season, a one-time opportunity to make some money.
"With all of the cars, why not?"
he asked, a sign in front of his
house advertising "$20 Parking."
By game time, his back lawn was
Down the street, Marcella
Barrientes was holding a garage
sale, but business was slow.
"Nobody has bought anything
yet," she said, a hand-printed sign
advertising a roll-away bed for
$100, flapping on her fence. "But
maybe after the game they will feel
more like buying."

Football flashbacks

Daily sports editor in the midst of Pearl Harbor bombing
By Dwight Bentel
Emeritus Professor

About 8 o’clock on the morning
of Dec. 7, 1941, a San Jose State
football team was happily chomping breakfast in Honolulu.
The team was there to play, two
days hence, against the University
of Hawaii. They were to have a second game in Honolulu on Dec. 16
against Willamette University of

Salem, Ore.
But they wouldn’t play those
games. For this was the historic
morning of the day President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt would
wrathfully denounce as "a day that
will live in infamy" and declare war
against Japan.
At Honolulu’s Moana hotel,
where the unsuspecting Spartans
were still enjoying breakfast, the

Having a hard time
getting classes?
San Jose City College
is still just $13 a unit!
You can register for the following transferrable
courses starting throughout September:
Biology 63
CIS 41
ECE 70
Economics 10A
English IA
English 1B
English IC
English 92
History 1
History I7A
Japanese IA
Japanese 2A
Japanese 91A
Math 11A
Math 61
Photography 22
Political Science 1
Psychology 10
Sign Language IA
Speech 20
Spanish 91A
Spanish 9111
Social Science 32

Ecology
Introduction to Computer
Information Systems
Child Development
Principles of Economics
English Composition
English Composition
Critical Thinking/Composition
Fundamentals of Composition
Survey of American History
History of the United States
Elementary Japanese
Elementary Japanese
Conversational Japanese
Introductory Algebra
Finite Mathematics
Elementary Photography
Politics and Gov’t in America
General Psychology
Intro to American Sign Language
Oral Communications
Conversational Spanish
Conversational Spanish
Japanese Culture

Some of the above courses are being offered at South
San Jose off-campus locations at Gunderson, Leland,
Lincoln, Pioneer, Santa Teresa, and Yerba Buena High
Schools. Call NOW for more information!
San Jose City College
21(X) Moorpark Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 298-2181, ext. 3912

table talk was lively, noisy and
upbeat. They were having a great
time. The 25 players chosen to
make the trip had boarded the legendary Matson liner S.S. Lurline
after farewells with a small crowd
of relatives, friends and boosters
gathered on San Francisco’s Pier
32 to cheer them on their way.
Accompanying the team were a
few wives and dedicated fans, and
the well-liked and hard-working
(but woefully inexperienced)
sports editor of the Spartan Daily,
who shall be referred to hereafter
as "Scrappy," because that was his
nickname.
Rough seas throughout the voyage had sent a few team members
rushing to the ship’s railing, but
otherwise, all agreed it had been a
fun trip. They were met at the Port
of Honolulu with a traditionally
warm Hawaiian greeting. A band
played noisily, flowered leis were

When San Jose State and Stanford met on the gridiron
Saturday to open the 100th anniversary season of
Spartan football, the date, Sept. 2, was also the 50th
anniversary of the end of World War IL Today, in the first
of a series of occasional flashbacks, Dwight Bentel tells a
tale of football and that war. Emeritus Professor Bentel
founded the SJSU journalism program in 1934. Last
week, the Spartan Daily began its 61st year of publication from the building that bears his name.
draped around beefy necks by
pretty girls with tanned legs in
grass skirts.
Then they were whisked off on a
tour of Honolulu and the soaring
cliffs of the Pali, where they leaned
against 60-mile-an-hour winds,
accepted pineapples fresh front

WORK WHILE IN SCHOOL
FULL AND PART TIME JOBS AVAILABLE
If you are interested in doing
customer service work .Dl has
a variety of openings and shifts.

Pay $ 7.50 -10.00/ hour.
depending on experience.
For More Information Call
296-8414

ADIA

THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

SpartAerobics
Sign-up Today!

Session #1 Sept. 5-Oct.29

register for Session #1 Aug. 21 Sept 16

Session #2 Oct. 30-Dec.22

register for Session #2 Oct. 16 Nov.11

Fall ’95
Sign Up in The Buisness Office
F100 MW 8:30-9:15 am
Step Aerobics
F101 MWF 12:15-12:45 pm
Step Aerobics
F102 MW 5:30-6:30 pm
Step Aerobics
10:30-11:30 am
F103
Step Aerobics
F104 TTH 6:45-7:30 pm
Basic Step
Step/Hi-lo/Sculpt F105 TTH 5:30-6:45 pm
Body Toning
F108 TTH 12:15-12:45 pm
6:30-7:00 pm
Butts & Guts
F107
6:30-7:30 pm
Cardio Funk
F1OB
Water Fitness
F109 TTH 5:30-6:30 pm
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL JODI AT 920621 7

Oponllic: call 9206200 fa map info
Septb-DK8
wskoball
Wirer,’" Idiffifiton

the vines, and drank coconut
"milk"
Now the team was about to put
fun behind it and prepare to show
these Islanders how winning football was played in the States. The
subject never strayed far from the
conversation, until ...
Someone gazed out and across
Waikiki Beach to the open sea, and
said, "Hey, look, iTuys. There are
some whales spouting out there."
They looked. Then someone
volunteered, "That’s not whales.
Something is falling in the water
and making splashes."
He was right. Japanese bombing
planes were blasting into rubble
the U.S. Navy installations at Pearl
Harbor. Pieces were hurtling into
the sea. When the attack ended
two hours later, 3,453 officers and
enlisted personnel were dead or
injured and 18 ships of war, including five battleships, had been sunk.
Suddenly, "football" was a forgotten word in Honolulu. Residents
were panicked. "Japanese planes
would return and bomb the city ...
Japanese troops would invade the
island, and there was nothing to
stop them ... Saboteurs among the
large Japanese population would
strike from within ..."
The outlook was desperate, but
the football team was not forgotten. And early response by the
Honolulu Police Department was
to enlist the players, many of
whom were SJSU Police School
majors, for street patrol.
This was one of the few facts
about the welfare of the Spartan
footballers that breached the tight
censorship restricting news out of
the city. The San Jose Mercury
Herald could only report,
Entire State team
caught in the islands
And thicc days
Football players
still unreported

amosined studnts

campus
recreation
activities for students
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With all accompanying piece,
Families of football team
here express great concern
Dcpartilient

111110161.

students and faculty shared their
anxiety, not only about the team
and Sports Editor Scrappy, but
about arrival of the great news
story Scrappy would send when
censorship was lifted.
His was an unprecedented experience in all the history of college
newspaper journalism. Never
before had a student reporter
been on the scene at the outbreak
of what had now become a world
war. With the participation of this
school’s football team in the emergency adding impact to the story,
even the wildest fantasizing would
not have created such a scenario.
For as long as the Spartan Daily
continued to publish, this extraordinary news break would be
remembered with awe.
Only where was Scrappy’s story?
Nothing was expected from
him, of course, during the first few
days of blanket censorship. But on
Dec. 10 the War Department,
warning that nothing should be
printed that would endanger
national security or the war effort,
advised the press that it might proceed with self-censored news cover
age.
At last we would get a story from
Scrappy.
But we didn’t. Not the next day,
nor the next, nor the next. What
was the matter with Scrappy? Word
of his safety had now been
received, but nothing telling his
whereabouts.
By the time the college had battened down for Christmas vacation, we had given up on him.
Then came the start of the winter
quarter ... and Scrappy, bursting
briskly through the swinging door
of the Spartan Daily news room.
"Scrappy," someone screamed,
"where have you been?"
Scrajapy looked
surprised.
Why, he said, "I’ve been to
Hawaii."
"We know! But what happened
to you? Why didn’t you send any
stories?"
"Oh," said Scrappy, "I thought
you knew. They canceled the football games."
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Left: Jacob
Malae
celebrates
after the
Spartans
blocked a
punt for a
touchdown.

Football mania,
football hype,
football defeat

Below:
Krazy
George, an
SJSU
alumnus,
charged
onto the field
with the
Spartans

By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

*

In front of the second largest
crowd in San Jose State I Itiversity
football history, the Spartans
played a game of "Tom and Jerry"
against Stanford Saturday.
"We are used to coming from
behind," head coach John Ralston
said, "we took the wind from the
spark we had earlier, and had
hoped we could come back. But,
we could never really take the
lead."
The Spartans, who seemed tired
from the chase, were outlasted by
the Cardinal 47-33 before 28,467
at Spartan Stadium.
The only other game in Spartan
history to attrac t more fans was the
sellout crowd of 31,218 against
Fresno State in 1990.
Running back Donald Lindses
said of the cat and mouse game,
"We gained momentum and then
all of a sudden they got two great
plays to our one."
And Ralston, looked like "Tom"
after a long chase, as he was
aghast, his face burnt and downcast. "We had planned to win
this," he sputtered. ’We honestly
did. Our whole team is crushed.
The coach is crushed."
The Spartans kept up with the
Cardinal for three quarters and
were about even offensively, as the
team mustered 420 total net yards
to the Cardinal’s 416 yards.
The Spartans, which came as
close as 33-37 with five seconds left
in the third quarter, juggled guartezbacks to orchestrate its air
attack. SJSU QB’s combined for
336 passing yards, as Stanford
quarterback Mark Butterfield went
13-23 for 188 yards.
In the second quarter, SJSU’s
junior quarterback Carl Dean
came in for starter Alli Abrew, who
got off to a slow start going 2-10 in
the first quarter.
Dean, who went 8 of 12 for 105
yards, sparked the offense as he
nailed a 19-yard touchdown pass to
wide receiver Brian Lundy to end
an 80-yard Spartan drive.
"I felt comfortable and the rest
of the team seemed to respond,"
said Dean, who is coming off a redshirt year.
In the second half, Abrew came
back and led the Spartans to a 3337 comeback with an 85-yard drive
topped off by a 10-yard touchdown
completion to freshman receiver
Windrell Hayes.
"Carl has always been on my
heels, its just gonna make the both
of us better quarterbacks," Abrew
said. "I was happy to see Carl go in
there, he did a great job from the
first snap from the center."
The Spartans, who gained most
of their yards in the air, could not
keep up with the likes of Stanford
running backs Anthony Bookmait
and Mike Mitchell, who injured his
left elbow on a touchdown run
and may miss a couple of games.
Bookman cranked out 133 yards
on 18 attempts as the Cardinal
dominated the ground with 228
yards to the Spartans’ 84 yards.
"We gave up a lot of yards, so
obviously defensively, we have a lot
of work to do," Ralston said.
But, one of the reasons the
Spartans remained in the chase,
was the work of the defense and
the special teams. Together they
recovered three fumbles, blocked
one by cornerback
two punts
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Far left:
Safety Floyd
Johnson sits
dejectedly
on the
bench as
time runs
out on the
Spartans.

and
Eric Polk for a touchdown
an interception by safety Maud( t5
Simpson.
Simpson’s interception led to
half back Patrick Walsh’s five-yard
touchdown minutes later, which
brought the Spartans as close as
they would come to catching the
Carditial.
"Thitn-three points. I hate
them." Stanford defensive coordinator Bill Harris said of the
Spartans’ tally. "Thirty-three points
in a win, you can swallow. But you
know you won’t get mails wins if
vim keep giving up 33 ptiii is

Left. Wide
receiver
Windrell
Hayes drops
the ball in
the endzone
after scoring
a touchdown
to cut the
Stanford
lead to
37-26.

Ai
We had planned to win this,
we honestly did. Our whole
team is crushed.
John Ralston
Football Head Coach

PP

Saturday’s loss just the beginning of what could be a tough season for Spartan football
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It’s funny how history repeats itself.
With Saturday’s 47-33 season -opening
loss to Stanford, the Spartans have started another season with an 0-2 record.
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Clinton: Key to a better future is education
-When the Cold War was over, s
From page 1
got hurt the most," he said. -Then
hand to assut e the 20,000 people you had earthquakes and fires ..."
who attended the 11 a.m. ceremo"And Pete IN ilson!" yelled someny. that closing the former Army one in the crowd.
base was a blessing in disguise.
God just wanted to test how
Peter Smith, president of (al strong you were," Clinton continState Monterey Bay and creator of ued.
the Vermont community college
Supporters of converting milisystem, said for 20 years, the CSU tary bases to peacetime use say
for
system has been criticized
opening the state’s 21st CSU cameverything from the cost of educa- pus will lay the foundation for
tion to how well students are pre- boosting the Central Coast’s econpared for the real world.
omy, which lost
"Our students
than
more
will be proficient
20,000 jobs and
technology
in
million
$500
and fluent in
annual income
another
lanwhen Fort Ord
guage," Smith
closed last fall.
said. "Our learnAlthough the
ers will work regcampus is far
ularly at internfrom finished
and
ships
only 17 buildcommunity serings have been
vice.
CSU
completed with
Bay
Monterey
another 27 on
the
holds
the way the
promise for makuniversity
ing a radical difopened its doors
ference in highto 550 students
er education.
and about 200
it. Gov. Gray
faculty on Aug.
Davis said, "This
28, the first day
is an example of
classes.
Barbara Boxer ofThe
... turning swords
site of the
DCalif.
Senator,
into plowshares,
Army
former
tank trails into
base is still litbike trails, bultered with dust
into
lets
and there are
megabytes and bombing sites into boarded up buildings, unsafe for
web sites.
use, but Sen. Barbara Boxer, D"We have a chance to arm our Calif., said the campus will be
students, not with weapons, but ready to serve an estimated 10,000
PHOTO BYJAY L. CLENDENIN SPAKIAN DAMN’
with skills and experience, so they students by the year 2010.
campus to hear President Clinton
Bay
Monterey
of
the
CSU
area
main
quad
the
packed
people
20,000
than
More
can compete
with the global
"I’ve always said if you can build
about 550
community."
a bomber, you can build a bus, and speak during the dedication ceremony on Labor Day. Classes began Aug. 28 with an enrollment of
Davis said opening CSU if you can build a military base, you students.
Monterey Bay is a sure sign can build a college campus, and if
California is back, after suffering you can build barracks, you can Right here!" Farr said to the cheers approached Boxer and others with ing to two buildings with peach grants," Clinton said. "We must
some of the worst fiscal blows since turn them into dormitories," of the crowd and a smile from his intentions of easing the pain in and green trim and Spanish roof never permit ourselves to forget
Clinton. "Look around you ... Do his district, which lost a fourth of tiles. "Behind me used to be that almost everyone here came
the Great Depression: social upris- Boxer said.
artillery battery headquarters. from somewhere else."
ings, natural disasters and major
"Today we saw what can be done you see a depressed community? its economy when the base closed.
Clinton also advocated offering
"Tragedy only wins if it over- They are now a library and a multicutbacks in the defense and aero- when a community comes togeth- No! Do you see a military base in
tax deductions for the cost of colwhelms the spirit," Panetta said. media center."
space industries.
er with a common vision and a mothballs? No!
Clinton went on to attack divi- lege and providing the underem"Where we were a region at risk, "That didn’t happen here. This
President Clinton agreed. common goal, and when leaders
we are now a region of opportuni- community pulled together with sion in communities and to say the ployed and unemployed with
listen to the community."
commitment, key to a better future is to educate vouchers worth $2,600 to be used
In part because of the efforts of ty," Farr said. " ... Working togeth- determination,
Rep. Sam Farr, D-Monterey, and er, we formed committees, we imagination, leadership, and above people and stop blaming the at job training centers.
"It would be a GI Bill for our
nation’s ills on immigration and
former Monterey congressman undertook studies, we investigated all, patience."
ATSATI
times for working people," he said.
Clinton agreed and said the uni- affirmative action.
and now White House Chief of land-use plans, we polled citizens
4DBEST
"I am against quotas. I’m against "We’ve got to open the doors of
Staff Leon Panetta, the university and gradually built the framework versity could serve as a model for
has received $14 million in for a new Fort Ord economy, an the government and other com- reverse discrimination, but I am college education to all Americans.
ISTS VV1E1ZS
for making a conscious effort at We haven’t done enough to eduDepartment of Defense base-con- economy built on the three E’s: in munities facing challenges.
5 Yes our director, Dr Jerlatzi
"You couldn’t run anything the bringing the American people cate our people. We’ve got to do
version funds as well as a grant of education, the environment and
s written over 20 nation
way people try to run politics in together," he said. "We are a better, what you did here; we’ve got to
employment."
books on test preparation
$15.3 million.
stronger country by making sure work together and work for tomorDays after it was announced Washington," he said.
"Mr. President, when the nation
A. Yes our programs are absolutely up
row."
"We have an obligation to do everyone ... has a fair opportunity.
asks, where is our peace dividend? that Fort Ord would be closed in
to-date
"This is a nation of immiPlease respond loud and clear: 1991, then-Monterey Rep. Panetta what you did here," he said, gesturA: Yes, we have a free ’repeat" policy
A. yes, we prepare over 17.0(X) students
each and every year
A: Yes, all instructors gre fully credentided with advanced degrees
A. Yes, all materials are included
Evans was already Fort Ord.
heard in Evans’
From page 1
A. Yes, we administer program for 26
I aced
with
the
The turning point for the provoice when he
California State Universities, colleges and
campus on the base," said Larry spoke about his 28
low schools
dilemma of expand- ject came when President Gail
Carr, field representative for Rep. years of service in
rug the Salinas pro- Fullerton resigned from SJSU,
A: Yes, all programs are on campus
Norm Mineta. "He did the legwork the CSU system. It is
gram and finding an Evans replaced her as interim preshelping
students
pre
A. Yes, we’ve been
by bringing the project to Leon this commitment
ident and the final word came that
alternative facility.
pare tor the post 20 years
Panetta, Senator (Sam) Farr and that
Evans contacted Fort Ord would be closed.
motivated
other governmental’ officials; he Evans to father the
The pieces of the puzzle were
whol would you expect to pay for a proPanetta, former con$235*
Paris
deserves the real credit for the pro- creation of the
gram that gives you all these answers,
gressman
from quickly falling into place.
ject."
"Once the military decided to
Carmel Valley, with
Monterey Bay camFrankfurt $265*
A: Our fees range from only $1 25 to
Evans saw the project as a means pus.
the idea of moving close the base everything started to
3195,
Amsterdam $275*
of providing more opportunity for
the Salinas program come together very fast," Evans
Evans began his
the students within the CSU system career in the CSU
to Fort Ord.
recalled. "It took several years for
$249*
Costa Rica
togethpoliticians
by
bringing
the
"I saw an oppor- the idea to become more than a
at Cal-Poly in
system
esnl wsy !torn Sr Te.c.c Wsea cc a
rses
Prepa rat lilt]
mAncocns
0.,111, NOW TINS net ncluded SOd
were
able
to
pull
officials
er.
The
tunity
to
expand
our
dream;
but the last year is when
1967
as
a
visiting
(unto one vocnn.ne ciesbnaocns
the community together to create professor
Salinas proyam to everything really happened."
from
a project that would be mutually England. In 1978
Evans’ dream became a reality
Fort Ord, Evans
beneficial.
EVANS
said. Fort Ord pro- and was embraced by those who
he came to San Jose
151(f) 6i4l-6556
Aye,
Suite 400
394 University
"The CSU system is the first step State
vided a perfect loca- were to be most affected by the
University
Palo Alto, CA 94301
for many people in obtaining a where he went on to become asso- tion.
closing of Fort Ord, the people of
higher education," he said. ciate vice president and then execPanetta also believed this would Monterey. The campus would give
"There is a definite need for utive vice president.
be a positive move but had some them a unique alternative for Ford
expanding the system."
OFFICE OF CON11NUING EDUCATION
It was at this time that Fort Ord concerns as to the feasibility of Ord not another base slated for
Eurailpasses
A strong commitment could be was being considered for closure. moving such a small program to closure.
(408) 924-264NI
issued on t hi. spot!

if

I’ve always said if you
can build a bomber, you
can build a bus, and if
you can build a military
base, you can build a
college campus, and if
you can build barracks
you can turn them into
dormitories.
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Evans: Former SJSU president pleased
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Celebration sparks emotions fifty
years after end of World War II

New campus seen as a
benefit for Monterey area
University
supporters
hope for
development
By Kei Koyama
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Waves of bodies poured rill.,
the quadrangle for the dedu abon of the 21st campus in the
California State University system. An estimated 20,000 people came to welcome the new
Monterey campus and to listen
to President Bill Clinton speak.
The entranc e lines weren’t
really lines at all, but a gigantic
swell of humat
to get in
and grab a seat as siniti as possible. The inc tal dew( tors each
person passed tin ugh, made
the slow situation even slower.
The seating was divided into
three sections with blue, green
and red tickets. The blue tickets
were for reserved seats, the
green tickets were for unreserved seats and the red tickets
were for standing room only.
By
a.m., most seats were
filled but more people wanted
to sit. Some of the crowd
knocked over barricades and

9:30

ticket holders cciuld not get to
their seats.
Forty-five minutes later, people began standing in the aisles.
This blocked the view of seated
ticket holders and they began to
chant, "Clear the aisle! Clear the
aisle!"
Students complained to a staff
member, "But we’re students,
this is our school. Where can we
go?
What are our options?"
The staff member told them to
clear the aisle.
Despite the annoyances, the
crowd was enthusiastic. The consensus among students and the
community was positive.
Donavan Reed, a student at
Cal State Monterey Bay said,
"Everyone is excited. Everyone
thinks it’s pretty cool and everyone is fired up about it (the new
campus)."
The university’s enrollment of
550 is a benefit to students. "It’s
nice because you get to know
your teachers and they’ll know
you by name. You’re not just
one of those numbers," said
freshmen Amber Rootnesf.
"I’m thrilled. I’ve lived here
20 years and we’ve waited a long
time to have a four-year university here. It’s really affected our
comminuis. losing the military,
but I think having a campus is
going to build it in a different
was. An area like this needs to

}tax e a DIM CI 5115 (Iii, peOple
have always isv1 o go to an
Jose.
think Its going to be a
benefit all around," said Pat
Garrigues, a local homeowner.
Smile residents had reservations about the new campus.
When asked if she was happy
about it, Lorna Fisher said.
am and I’m not. The waste I see
is unbelievable, both in the federal government and in the university, in terms of money. The
buildings, some of them were
brand new, only 5 years old, and
they’re gutting them and digging them up and putting them
in new. These people are gonna
come and go. There will be
some instructors, but the kids
aren’t going to spend the money
the families would, with the
housing, feeding and clothing of
their children."
High school junior Erik
Uppman, considers Cal State
Monterey Bay an option for college but wants to see the campus
more developed.
"I’m kind of looking for something that has a lot more facilities. That’s something
might
be wanting to look for in college
because it’s sort of the college
experience.
But if things
progress, it might be kind of
interesting to go somewhere in
the area."

I
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HONOLULU
- Ex (Al’)
Marine Oscar Fargir doesn’t need
Ii) rentember the pain cil World
War II. He feels it users d.. ii the
emphysema that began when he
was a slave coal miner far the
Japanese.
But here was the grills cild
sergeant, on oxygen and an cIii
tric cart, wading into a
Japanese Will VelCrillIS to Mak r I i
peace. And there, rushing ill’
hint, was Shigekro iLiwabasa. who
bombed Pearl Harlan, to shake air
American’s hand arid apologize
for the "secret" attac k.
The rush of English and
Japanese, after a half-century of
remembered hatreds, soon had
their interpreter tangled up in
plane designations and military
ranks.
To
"Banzai!"
toasts
and
Christian pf.o.ets for the dead,
hundreds of lapancse and U.S. veterans of tlic sc’lid’s deadliest war
lanic riv-thrt for a remarkable
eVellilig Ii slant food, drink arid
deep-kli \yea lc, for peace and reconciliati. iii
"Our licarts are full of deep
emotions as we
nieet
with
American veterans and are able to
shake their
hands,"
Likeshi
Maeda, a leader cA the Japanese
veterans, told the gathering.
The scene sometimes looked
like history-turned-fantasy.
At one point, a smiling Maeda,
also a Pearl Harbor bomber pilot,
strolled a buffet lawn wearing the
sporty blue baseball cap of the USS
Ihrktown, one of the aircraft carri-

els I Ii,iI "got away’. f
the
Japanese that fateful day. Dec. 7,
19-D
Fhe reception, along with the
dedic anon later of a U.S.-japariese
!Amp. if the national cemetery
ia,ta sponsored by the Eastc alder at the L’itiversity of
I favi.air
arid
other
unofficial
"frier Ashy" organizations.
Tlir Pentagon had organized
ffirri rightly scripted days of cumuli-1w irative events here during
the vciikend to mark the 50th
aminersary of World War II’s end,
on Sept. 2, 1945. But those events,
led by President Clinton, included
no in list’ f
for the Japanese.
"(a,’ cd ii merits don’t have mechti Mit
anisms if
said
John DrVirgilrii, one ol the organizers of the "friendship and
peace" program.
"But just because guns and bullets stop, and there are winners
and losers, it doesn’t mean the
feelings stop. They go on for
years."
About 200 Japanese veterans
and an equal number of wives and
widows flew in from Tokyo, and at
least 400 American veterans and
wives attended.
Although a corps of interpreters
was on hand. the language gap
produced some awkward moments
among the gray-haired, flowershirted crowd, gathered in a
Waikiki Beach hotel garden. But it
seemed that just a handshake, or a
stiff embrace, or a two-minute
exchange was enough to lift an old
burden from old shoulders.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
CASHIERS NEEDED at newly
makes no claim for products or remodeled downtown Chevron
sen4ces advertised below nor Is station. All shifts available.
there any guarantee implied. The flexible hours. Apply in person
classified COIUMOS of the Spartan @ 147 E. Santa Clara St.
Daily consist or paid advertising
and ofterkigs are not approved or 1)Au5oCAD DRAFTER
verified by the newspaper.
Design probe card for testing IC
2)02C ENGR. TECHNICIAN
Assistant for QC tech,
EMPLOYMENT
Entry level F/T, P/T.
MS Excel required.
AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS wanted Send resume to JEM America,
must be experienced & certified - 3000 Laurelview Ct. Fremont,
for A.S. Campus Recreation - CA 94538aFax 510-683-9790.
518-$27/hr. Call lora at 924-6217.
INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF,
1)LIVE-IN W/DISABLED adult, part time, experience required.
free rent for staying overnights. Goodwill . Contact Susan Lawless,
2)Aselst disabled adults in their Personnel 408.998-5774.
homes: PT / FT. $7.21/hour. Call
Greater Opportunrtes @2484464. MAINTENANCE ASSIST. Baste
maintenance functions, painting.
SUBSUMES-FLEXIBLE HOURS. plumbing, carpentry etc. 15-20
Small World Schools is hiring hours. For more info: 9246310.
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school-age daycare DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
programs. 6.12 units in ECE. Rec. World Schools is hiring teachers
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp. for our school -age daycare pro.
preferred. This is a great position grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec,
for students. We can work around Psych. Soc. or Ed rea. Experience
your school schedule even if preferred. Most positions are
you are only available I. or 2 2- 5:30 or 2:30-6, M-F. Short
morning shifts are also available.
afternoons. Call 257-7326.
Call 257-7326.
PART TIME CHILD CARE / light
housekeeping. Exp. required. ECD BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
major preferred. Lori 7245450.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
Pir POSITION IN DOWNTOWN. area. Fulltime/part-time openings.
Si Developer’s office. Run errands, Call today 1.415-968-9933.
any. phones & learn the business. International Bartenders School.
Must have strong communication
Ski
and organization skills. Barry SKI RESORTS HIRING
Swenson Builder 287-0246. Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
Call today! Ask for Chris Mion.
$2.000+ in salary & benefits.
Call Vertical Employment Group:
SALES ASSOCIATES
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
"Earn High Commissions"
Full Time or Part time Opportunrty
selling our environmentally safe MAIN STREET ATHLETIC CLUB ha
dry steam cleaning system. You is looking for professional motivatmust be a self starter. motivated,
ed individuals to fill sales, promo.
honer arid marketing positions.
and have good follow up skills.
We will train Some leads furnished. Carl 3717144.
Call 408/3789724 or
SALES, INSIDE PT for students
Fax 408/378.9727.
with great voices, good communiWANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/Other cation, and the desire to make
$8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk. money. Sue 995-5905 hiring now!
Must have own car & .r sr,rance.
Carl
$35,000/YR INCOME potential.
DMV print out rem.
Reading books. Toll Free
2592781 for rntravew
1-898-9778 Ext. R-2236 for
ADMIN. ASST. part-time Flex hrs. details.
fiowntowr. torn) seeks show &
TEACHER
friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE CTR.
speed (55wpm). Must be detail looking for dedicated, enthusiastic
oriented. Computer experience individuals. 12+ ECE or related
helpful. WrIl train. $9.00. $12.03 to field units. & 6 mo.+ experience
start. Fax resume 10 4089930759. preferred. 20-30 hours weekly.
Great wage & benefits available.
Attn: John.
Call Valerie Purdie 408-723-9363.
PRESCHOOL TEACITER Afternoons EOE.
3-5 days/week. Downtown area.
12 ECE units req. 286.1533.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
Camden Park
We are currently interviewing for
part-time retail positions for our
new store in Camden Park. To
apply, visit 899 State Street in
Menlo Park or 7981 Blossom Hill
Road in the Kingscourt Shopping
Center. Starting rate is $6.50 an
hour with medical and dental
benefits. 401(1.). discounts,
bonus, vacation and sick time.
and promotional opportunities.
We encourage applications from
people of all races and ethnic
backgrounds.
SIERRA LUMBER COMPANY
Person needed for: data entry.
receptionist and accounting
position. Contact: Jim Moblad.
408-286.7071.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions w/infants. rod
dlers. preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-867-4515,
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE.
parttime, am/pm shirts. Serving
Downtown Santee Apply inrerson.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
EARN UP TO $60440 PER DAY
on weekends. Exciting, new
children’s entertainment company
is looking for 4 or 5 drivers. Must
have pick-up truck. Some heavy
lifting involved. Contact California
Fun-Jump at 1800-667-5867.

TEACHER/INSTRUCTORS:
P/T inseucta elem. schcois Degree
Or Cred. NOT required. Oppty for
college students & others. VM
409287-4170 ert. 408. E0E/AAE
CHILDCARE& Light Housekeeping
in Los Gatos home. M-F. 3-6pm.
Must have clean DMV and exp.
with kids, Occasional weekend
work also. Phone 356-9089.
SECURITY CAREERS
AT WELLS FARGO GUARD
We need to fill several openings
for security & security/receptionist.
Ideal for Students or Professionals
Start $7.00/hour & up
All Shifts
Immediate Interview
Paid Health/Dental
Paid Vacation
Hiring Bonuses
A Free Uniform
Turtion/Expense reimbursement
Military clearance required for
some positions. Call or apply anytime M-F. 8 to 5:
WELLS FARGO GUARD SERVICES
408-9709666
4655 Old konsides Or. #170
Santa Clara, CA 95054
E0E/Drug Free Workplace.
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/ PC users. Toll Free
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T.2236
for listings.

PR PERSON Fast Growing Nat’l
Franchise involved in graphics/
sign business. Morning hours.
Great oppty. for advancement.
Sunnyvale area. 243-7388.

FREE HOUSING IN EXCHANGE
for light house keeping for elderly
man. Prefer Spanish speaking,
quietmature person 4082970803
CLASSIC 1 BDRM APARTMENT
with balcony. For clean, quiet,
sober and financially responsible
single adult. 553-8 So. 6th St.
Tom: 292-3239 or 492-8828.

CHINESE&HIPANESE egg donors
Childless Chinese and Japanese
couples need help of caring
Chinese & Japanese women to
start family. $2,500. + costs paid
upon retrieval at an In Vitro
Fertilization canic. If you’re Chinese
or Japanese. 21-29, healthy, nonsmoker, average height, average
weight, in college or career, and
preferably have been pregnant
before, call Jackie Gorton.
attorney. 415-485-1969 to apply.

2 BERM. APARTMENT -4750/510.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St
(408) 295-6893.
CLEAN & QUIET! 2 BR. 1 BA APTS.
Near SJSU & Japantown $675/mo.
Call 408 238-7777,

$7.0070 $6.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
RENT A HOUSE Meridian near
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Branham. 3 br./2 ba. 2 car gar.
Full-time or Part-time
pool. $1200/mo. 415-592.8984.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
SUMMERWIND
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA!
Medical/Dental Insurance
1,00010 1,400 sq. ft.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
W/D hook ups
Apply Mon. -Fri. 8arn 5pm,
Huge Clubhouse
Vanguard Security Services
Resident activities
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
Minutes to campus
Near 101 at Sax Tares Expressway. 2 Swimming pools
Racquetball &Tennis Courts
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Basketball Courts
mailing our circulars. For info
Rents from $8 2 5.00 month!
call 1.301-3064207.
408-279-2300

Print your ad here.

OFFICE FOR RENT
Suitable for typing, auditing
Near University. Good location.
Phone 297-2697.
Sleeping room can be discussed.

MATH/ENGUSH TUTOR NEEDED
for 4th, 1st & kindergartener: 45
SHARED HOUSING
min/child/day. CEU wed. Pay
negotiable. Anh 408.437-9417.
ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE- SJ
Capitol & Senter. $325 dep.
TEACHER for lic. play ctr. for 2-10 Responsible adult. 578-6002.
yr olds. MIn 6 ECE units required.
Flex hours. Day/Eve/Wkend. ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATE and
KldsPark - Oakridge: 2818880, kitchen privileges in a large
Valley Fain 985.2599.
beautiful Almaden home. ConservatNe family looking for quiet, nonCRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up smoking female. $450/montn.
to $2,000+/month. World travel. Call 268.9112.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call ROOM AND BOARD in beautiful
sorority house. Great atmosphere.
1-206-6340468 ext. C60411.
Close to S.1511. Call 2927715.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/weekl
Become a Sperm Donor.
REAL ESTATE
Healthy males, 19.34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty GOVT FORECLOSED nomes for
Contact California Cryobank peni es v- $1 De,quent Tax,
415-324-1900. M.F, 8-5pm. Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800.898-9778 Ext. H-2236 for
current listings.
FOR RENT

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDOIT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

SERVICES

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment Ilsnngs
orcoupons for discount
vacations or mere hand I se .

WORD PROCESSING
HAYWARDFREHONTUPSONCITY
Wordprocessing & typng;
Academic /Bus. work accepted!!
ReportsThesesMLA/Turablan
EXPERT In APA format (48, Ed.)
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer - FAX
7 days a week 7:00am.9:00 pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-441-0504 or 510.489-9794.
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Apo wel Onneakvays. Call Jane at
Perfect Paper. i408) 937-0373.
PROTESEONAL Word Processing
These, term papers, group projects, resumes. letters, mini-micro
cassette transcription. etc. All formats. Experienced, dependable,
quick return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-2644504.
Please leave message.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays. state
ments articles. etc. For more
info please nail Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. Emergencies 0.K EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
VISA/MASTERCARD, FAX. Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
WRITING ASSISTANCE any spell check and storage. APA.
subject. Why suffer and get poor Turabrae and other formats.
grades when help is just a call Resumes, editing. graphics
away? Harvard Ph.D (former and other services available.
college teacher) assists with Masterson’s Wn-1 Processing.
08’251’0449.
research & writing. Tutorial also Call Paul or V rr
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
INSURANCE
Dissertation/thesis specrairst.
Samples & references available.
AUTO INSURANCE
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
Cli .
. , aeroce
for free phone consultation:
Spec., 5,,,ue". P.ograms
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now "Good Rates for Non-Good Drvers"
accepting students who wish to
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
excel in playing guitar or bass. All "Good Student" "Family Multi-ca(
revels welcome: Beginning,
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
FREE QUOTE
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
NO HASSLE
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
NO OBLIGATION
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Also open Saturdays 9-2

FOR NATIONAL

AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Some took the direct approach.
Joe Morgan, a retired 1. .S. Navy
chaplain and Pearl Harbor Survivor, marched up to Koichi
Adaehi and his wife, Euuko, and
announced through an interpreter, ’My God has told me to forgive the Japanese.. I wish the
Japanese to forgive me" - for having borne a hatred against them.
The couple seemed amazed,
and then seemed to melt. "I am
very moved," Adachi told Morgan.
In the evening’s main event,
Pearl Harbor attackers and survivors gathered on a stage to lead
the entire group in ritual handshaking.
Kosichi Hasebe, who was a 15year-old suicide pilot trainee when
the war ended, saw lasting benefits
in such face-to-face meetings.
"Before World War II, we didn’t
have this kind of communication,"
he said. "That was one reason for
the war."
For Fargie, the old Marine who
now lives in Honolulu, the war was
a grim experience: He fought with
Filipino guerrillas around Bataan
until captured by the Japanese in
May 1942. He then spent over
three years working in the brutal
conditions of a coal mine outside
Tokyo. But he bears no lasting bitterness.
"Any I had toward them ended
with the war crimes trials in Japan.
They got everybody I was mad at,
mostly the camp commander. I
submitted testimony."

Phone: 924-3277
REFEREES WANTED, no experience necessary, we will train.
For A. S. Campus Recreation.
Call 924.6200for more information.

One
Two
Days
Day
$5
$7
$6
$S
$7
$9
93
$10
additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$16
$16

Ana, the fifth day, rate Increases by 111 per day.

Firs1 line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
$an Joie State Unh

0141
San Jaw CA 95192,"111
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall kiek,kr 209
Deadline 10 00 a rri Iwo weekdays before pail,
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancello:
Rees for consecutive publications date,
II QUESTIONS? CALL (401) 6244277

_Ever a
_Arnounre’
.1
._LOSt and f
_Volunteers*
_,For Sae
_AlllOS For Sale*
_Corroders Etc
_Warted*
_Eiriocvment
_Opportunities

_ServrceS
_Health/Beauty*
_Sports/Thrills*
_Insurance
_Entertanment
_Travel
_Tutoring*
_Word Process,
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

FAX: 924-3282

TUTORING

SCHOLARSHIPS

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sari
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of curse material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 3745150

FREE MONEY For Vow Educationl
Apply for your snare in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676

FOR SALE
FURNITURE. SOFA BED. DINING
set, etc. iatcrer. stuff: piants; art:
in sc. for sale. 408-736-1573.

SPORTS/THRILLS

GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualrftes.
Don’t wart! Call now,
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000
grants ava ic e No repayments,
ever Quarry ,--,nediately. 1-800243-2436 (1-800AID-2-HELP).

i00% PURE ADRENALINEI
There
iki-ng compared to
the exhilaration experienced by FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated Billion in private sector grarts &
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
scholarships is now available. All
SJSU student owned & operated. students are eligible regardless
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
of grades. mama or persors rcorre.
1-510-6 34-7 5 7 5.
Let us nelp. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60411.
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Construction brings mixed feelings
B% Sloan Firuby
Sparmo 15.11. Staff %%crier
As campus construction continues into another semester, reaction
has been mixed, ranging from
indignation to indifference.
Shela Fernandez, a returning
senior, doesn’t know why the "cosmetic appearance" of the campus
took pnority over such basic objectives as refurbishing Clark Library
Others would appreciate a little
practicalit% for heir trouble.
don’t mind a te%. new benches, but
it’s been a pain finding new routes
to my classes
and a new parki.ig
garage should come first, senior

Michael Albers said.
Leslie Wong, also a senior, was
pleased, however. She said the
new" San Jose State University
would be "nice for the incoming
generations of students."
From the relative insulation of
Duncan Hall, biology Professor
Chris Brinegar has managed to
avoid much of the construction
inconveniences that have plagued
others.
"Walking to and from class has
been no problem. and I believe
the project as a whole will bring a
positive influence to the campus,"
Brinegar said.

At least one campus business,
Jazzland Coffee, is thriving in spite
of the noise and the mess. It has
opened a third kiosk beneath the
Business Classrooms building.
Jazzland operations manager
Bonnie Specht credits the helpfulness of campus police and the
cheerful attitudes of the construction workers with making the transition easier. Specht expects to
hold student poetry readings and
theater events this semester.
Seventh Street hot dog vendor
Areworlki Asmelash and Chang
MN nsik, owner of Peanuts on San
1- et nand Street, said they have

Transit program
appears successful

had tiiiaiicial setbacks dtic to the
cotistria Oral.
Asmelash, who once operated
his cart on San Carlos Street,
moved this semester because of
what he called "terrible business."
Myunsik attributed a slight
decrease in business to fewer students attending the university this
semester and new businesses like
Jazzland that are part of San Jose
State’s construction plans.
Dan Johnson, director of SJSU ’s
and
Development
Facilities
Operation marked March 1996 as
completion
date
of
the
conthe
struction.

TAP provides
alternative for
daily commute
By Justin Carder
Spar, Daily Staff Wrlier

Every day Heather Louthan
rides light rail to San Jose State
University, and you are paying
for it.
Thanks to the Transit Access
Program, or TAP, the junior
advertising major enjoys subsidized rides on all Santa Clara
County public transportation.
It costs her only an additional
$9 on her Associated Students
fees, the same additional
charge all SJSU students pay
whether they use public transit
of not.
"It’s a wonderful program,"
Louthan said. "I’d rather take
light rail than try to deal with
parking."
Alfonso De Alba said that is
exactly the point of the program. De Alba, the A.S. special
projects coordinator runs
AlTrans, the campus organization that worked with the Santa
Clara Transportation Agency to
develop TAP.
The half-million dollar program is in the second year of its
two year trial and while he said
it’s impossible to know exactly
how many students use their
SJSU ID cards as transit passes,
he insists the program is a success.
"Our goal is to get students
to use public transportation,"
De Alba said. "In so far as that,
TAP has been successful."
In a May 1995 SJSU
Institutional Research survey of
820 randomly selected stu-

Library: Book sales to supplement budget
From page I
double whainno..- said Liar bara
Leonard, coll, !pins and fiscal
planning co..11,nah a "Add the
costs of theft .,id ail dalism, such
as last semester’s series of damaged poetry books, and the situation seems to go from bad to
worse.
"This has been a real problem
for us, "Leonard said. "Just this first
week of school, several more poetry books and study guides have
been found on the shelves torn
out. These books have to be
replaced."
Proceeds from the book sales
are used to supplement the library
budget and to buy new books and
equipment for the librar Y. such as
the $11,000 new secun iii system

Just this first week of school, several more poetry
books and study guides have been found on the shelves
torn out. These books have to be replaced.
Barbara Leonard
Collections and fiscal planning coordinator

ff
installed the first week of school.
Books and periodicals sold by
the library include duplicate editions, older editions removed from
the library’s shelves and most
donated books and periodicals.
Leonard said newer editions that

are donated are added right to the
library shelves.
"We are actively soliciting faculty
and students for books," Leonard
said. "Especially since we’ve been
buying fewer books in recent years.
If we earl obtain iow books

through donations to add to our
collection, it would be a big help."
Besides helping the library, the
book sales are appreciated by students. Roxanne Camp, a staff
member of the acquisitions department, working at the book sale in
the Clark Library lobby said she
has received many positive
remarks from students.
We have juvenile, fiction,
paperbacks, and science fiction.
Students really seem pleased to
have something like this available,"
she said.
Joey Fortino, a senior music
major, was one SJSU student who
agreed with Camp. "It looks like a
pretty good deal and a good variety." "You just kind of have to look
around for what you want."

Parking: Fans park on side streets, avoid traffic
ruin page 1
of traffic.
Police temporarily
closed the lane to prevent the possibility of someone getting hit.
Fans streamed into the stadium
from all sides. Many of them
parked on side streets and walked
to the stadium Bill Gallagher, a

Students
Front page 1
upper division courses that are
necessitated by our student mix."
In other words, the budget cuts,
which have led to decreased
enrollments, particularly those of
freshmen, have ultimately led to
increased costs for providing academic services.
Ed Chambers, associate vice
president of Admissions and
Records, said SJSU is adapting to
their situation with an attitude
emphasized under Caret’s leadership: "People realize that we need
to be more competitive, and that
we need a collective effort. ...
President Caret puts that message
across very well."
Accordingly. Caret characterized SJSU’S difficult task in his
Aug. 24 speech. "We need to disrupt this downward spiral that has
been gaining momentum for several years arid reverse that trend."

Pot farm
discovered
Audioi ’ties
VENTURA (AP)
found 6,000 marijuana plants with
an estimated street value of $24
million in a mile-long plantation
along a stream.
The discovery early Sunday was
believed to be the largest find of
its kind in Ventura County history.
No arrests were made; authorities
sas r hose tending the farm narrow-

longtime Spartan tan, said, "It’s
easier to park on one of the side
street and walk to the stadium. You
don’t have to pay for parking, and
it’s easier to get out."
However, not everyone agreed
with that idea. Diane Bernal, who
lives a few blocks from the stadi-

um, said she does ilia like the overflow parking on her street. She

said people often park in front of
her driveway, making it impossible
for her to get out, and they litter
the streets.
UPD officials said they do their
best to minimize the in,

IlielICe the ii CigilbothOOdS experience from the onslaught of fans.
Traffic leaving the game was
heavy, but no incidents were
reported. Many fans left in the
middle of the fourth quarter, when
the score was 47-33, in favor of the
Cardinals.

dents, 12.3 percent said they
"most often traveled to campus" by Santa Clara County
public transit.
"Our goal is to get as many
students as possible out of driving to school," De Alba said.
He said there is an ironic
consequence to the success of
the program.
"When you have a program
such as this you can get to a
point of diminishing returns,"
De Alba said, explaining that
SJSU’s Traffic and Parking
Operations must subsidize
$85,000 to the TAP program as
part of a state mandate to fund
alternative transportation. If
TAP truly discourages students
from driving to school there
will be less fines and fees collected to provide funding.
"If success costs us the subsidy," De Alba said, "it would be
worth it. But public transit is
not for everyone. There will
always be drivers."
That appears to be the case
as this semester’s parking conditions are as crowded as ever.
"We’re selling approximately
the same number of parking
permits," said Dick Staley, traffic and parking operations
manager.
Staley said it is possible that
more permits will be sold this
semester than last, continuing
a trend of more and more cars
on campus.
Staley said the additional drivers should not be a problem.
"This campus had 32,000
students at one time," he said.
"We’re at about 25,000 this
semester. There will never be a
time in the foreseeable future
when everyone can park but
we can handle this."

OfficeMax

Low Prices
Guaranteed!
Texas
Instruments
Advanced
Graphic Calculator

AAVERY

Avery 1" Three Ring
Binder

97

8-1.2 x 11
Double inside pockets
Available in seven colors
List Price

$3 05

0400-4507

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

-character display
8 -line by 21
capabilities
Equation solving
TEXAS
battery
Back-up
INSTRUMENTS
Model # TI -82
List Price

0204-9937

$125.00
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Papermate Stick Pens
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Loglicode

28.8K data send and recetve
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.
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$29
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Evervni
L ow

’PLEASANTON
advertised price on an identical
item or well cheerfully refund
the difference if the item was
purchased from us within seven
days of the competitors ad
Ad errors. closeouts and
clearances are excluded

Rogers
Crate-A -File II
3 hanging folders included
Available in slate blue, black.
granite and burgundy

PENCIL-STOP’m prevents
oversharpening
List Price $2650

$1

1001-1943

99

$ 99

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

Off iceMax
Everyday
Low Price

Extended Hours For Bock -To -School Shopping! Now Through September 10
Sun.10am-6prn Mon. Fri. Efam-10pm Sat 9 am 9 pm

GUARANTEE
Well match any local competitors

Two-Year Warranty
Boston Electric
Pencil Sharpener

Get connected to the Internet
fast & easy
1401-2105

1405-7717

1

I 41=2*
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Ventana Worldwide
Web Kit

14.4K fax send & receive

CAMPBELL
H.inlotor,

225-9001
14081 369-1350

CONCORD: Concord Park & Shop
Vlollr,w Psi, P.a,1

(510) 602-5312

EMERYVILLE East Bay Bridge Center
P41.110

(510) 552-1140

FREMONT: RemeM Hun
15101 145-5125
MILPITAS McCarthy Ranch Marlretplace
880 Ann

OfficeMax
Everyday
Low Price

Available in black, blue or red ink
List Price $5.04 1000-0367

Model rr
28141-IV

FAX Fastest Speed
Internal
28.8K V.34 Modem

It

Superior writing performance
Medium or fine ball points

OtticeMax
Everyday
Low Price
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rane soon, said
it Ventura County Sheriff’s
1), pi in :buck Buttell.
Fist, authorities wanted to get
iii plants
some of them 15 feet
till and six inches in diameter
it of the ground.
It hurl( nearly 30 helicopter trips
%sit II lingo nets to lift the marijuana our uf the area Monday, Buttell
said.
"It was amazing. They just keet
I" king it up," Buttell said. I
ouldn t believe it."
The plants were discovered in
art area bordering a stream bed in
Willow Creek Canyon near Lake
Casitas at about 6:30 a.m. Sunday
during a routine flight.
The plants were so big and
dense that at first they didn’t quite
look like marijuana from the air.
"They thought it was a Christmas
tree farm." Bonen said.
"Ground troops" arrived about
a half-hour after the plants were
spotted. Apparently, the farmers
had just left.
"We interrupted one guy’s meal.
There was soup cooking on the
stove," Buttell said. "We were
about two minutes behind them.
They were seen and heard in the
area as we arrived," Buttell said.

SPARTAN DAILY

942-9133

r
Self-Service
Visit our State-of-the-art Xerox
I Photocopy Center Center & save on

MOUNTAIN VIEW: Rengsfort1 Avenue
arid 11)I

1415) 254-0102

REDWOOD CITY
1501 5to.111w,(),

(415) 599 0286 I

COPIES!

(5101614-8135

0

SANTA CLARA: Fl Camino Real .8 Kiely

1408) 261 7520

each

SANTA ROSA: Santa Rosa Avenue
south of Yolanda Avenue

(707) 523-1100

SAN JOSE: Almaden Fcpressway
and Blocr,orti Hill Rd
SAN LEANDRO: Manna Square
Manna Blvd add Fligdway 880

List Price
$1395
0302-3953

978 1129 I

8-1/2 nil
black ink on
20/7 white
bond
One coupon
per customer
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